The generation of "signal search cata" represents a general method of describing the common properties of a set of DfCA sequences presumed to be functionally analogous. Besides the detailed description of this method we present two computer programs which use signal search data as input data: Oie that processes them tc a "constraint profile" and another one which lists ever-represented "signals" of potential functional relevance. To illustrate the posszbilities of our nethod we have analysed a set of transcription initiation sites of sea urchin hi stone genes.
IWITOOOCTION
An important step towards an understanding of genetic information would te the description of the sequence properties which are necessary and sufficient for site specific initiation and termination of both transcription and translation. So far, only translation termination has been identified as beinc controlled by a simple and almost universal code.
Some successful attempts towards a description of other control sequences have beer, undertaken: In a first publication, Storno et al. (1) determined the frequencies at which mono-and dinucleotides appear at different positions, proximal and distal of the initiation codon, within a set of procaryotic DNA sequences containing translation initiation sites. The squared deviations of these frequencies from the expected values of 25% and 6.25%, respectively, were processed to chi values and plotted as a function of the distance from the initiation codon frcci both sides. Using this method, the regions most involved in determining the initiation site of translation, the region of the "Shine-Dalgarno interaction" and the initiation codon itself appear as high peaks over a low, randomly fluctuating background. In a second publication (2) , the same authors combined elements of this method with principles, developed from "artificial intelligence" and managed to predict translation initiation sites on new sequences not included in their "training set". site. The sites of functionally important sequences were determined by plotting the "dinucleotide distribution scatter" along a horizontal axis reflecting their location relative to the termination site.
In this paper we describe three cor^iuter programs: One that creates the so called "signal search data" from a set of presumed analogous DMA sequences, a second one that derives "constraint profiles" from signal search data, and a third one that uses signal search data for the detection of over-represented signals.
The approach we present here, may be regarded as a generalization of the methods developed by the above investigators. In the prorgram which generates the signal search data, the search for mono-and dinucleotides is extended to the search for "signals". According to our defimton of the term, signals are short segments of DMA sequences which resenfcle giver, "signal sequences". They nay be longer than dinucleotides (up to six nucleotides in this publication).
Because they only have to shaxe a specified minimal number of homologous bases with the corresponding signal sequences, they may appear with reasonable occurrence probabilities even when they are quite long. Another new possibility offered by our program is that the frequency of occurrence of signals may be determined within a broader region at a certain distance tc the functional position, rather than at an exact location as. in the methods described in the above publications.
MEMODS Creation of signal search data
The first stage in the creation of signal search data involves the construction of a "DMA sequence matrix". According to our terminology, a DNA sequence matrix is an alignment of DNA sequences with respect to positions defined by a so called "set of functional positions". Within a DNA sequence matrix no gaps are introduced in the individual sequences for "optimal" alignment, as is often done in representations of phylogenetically related DNA sequences. As a consequence, sequence elements considered as functionally analogous, as for example the TATA-boxes of eukaryotic promoter sequences, may not be exactly superimposed. For the generation of a DNA sequence matrix the computer needs three input specifications alone: 1) A file name referring to a "set of functional positions"
2) The left end (5'OH) border t^ of the DNA sequence matrix 3) The right end (3'OH) border b-of the DNA sequence rratrix. The left and the right end borders b, and b ? are integers which define the horizontal extension of the DNA sequence matrix. Imagine that within each row of the DNA sequence matrix the "furctional position" is numbered zero: Now, b^ and b., are the relative position numbers of the first and the last base of each DNA sequence of the matrix.
A set of functional positions is shown in Fig.3 , exactly as we typed it into the computer. Each line represents one functional position and always contains the following four items, which are necessary for the construction of the DNA sequence matrix: 1) the name of the data file which contains the DNA or (RNA-) sequence within which the functiona] position lies.
2) A number (either 1 or 0) indicating whether this sequence should be treated as a circular ("0") or a linear ("1") genetic unit.
3) A sign (either "+" or "-") indicating whether the functional position lies on the "plus" or the "minus" strand of the DNA molecule characterized by the DNA sequence file.
4) The position number which defines the location of the functional position within the DNA sequence file. This number may theoretically be negative, or it may exceed the nunfcer of bases of the DNA sequence file, because sometimes the functional position may lie at a known distance outside the sequenced region of the gene.
A problem arises from the fact that some of our DNA sequences contain additional symbols besides the letters A,C,G and T (or U in RNA files) referring to unknown or partially unknown bases. For standardization, our computer program automatically converts all U's into T's and all other unusual symbols (gaps, N, R and Y for purine and pyrimidine) into dashes ("-"). Dashes are also used to fill up rows within a DNA sequence matrix which are not completely defined by the DNA sequence file. This happens for example, when the length of the row of the DKA sequence matrix demanded by the borders b. and b~ exceeds the length of the DNA sequence file containing the functional position.
For the transformation of a DNA sequence matrix into signal search data a "signal sequence collection" is needed. Our program offers the possibility of choosing between a "complete" or a "random" signal sequence collection. A complete signal sequence collection contains all possible sequences of a "signal sequence length" (L ), which has to be specified by the operator. At the end of the interactive dialogue which elicits the necessary input data, the program asks for the "horology limit" L, . According to our definition, a signal is a subsequence of a given DNA sequence, which shares a certain number (the horology limit L.) of homologous nucleotides with a signal sequence. For a signal search analysis it is important that the signals defined by the signal sequence collection and the homology limit have a reasonable probability of appearing within one row of a cross-section. A "mean occurrence probability", which is an estimation of the probability of the individual signals appearing at least once within a line of a vertical crosssection, can be calculated with the aid of the following formula: 
The right end (3'OH) border b_ cf the DKA sequence rratrix sets an upper limit J (the nurrber of cross-sections of the DNA sequence matrix) for the index j : what is represented by the imprecise term "sequence uniformity", it depends also on the sample size. A very small, randomly composed collection cf DNA sequences is never expected to give rise to a very low constraint index and even a very large one will not result in CI. =0. Therefore, we calculate in addition to the constraint index the reference value RV. which is an 3 estimation of the expected CI. value for a mathematically defined "random sequence collection" of sample size SS.. This calculation is based on the following assumptions:
1) All signals have the same occurrence probability p. 2) Signal frequencies in a random collection of DNA sequences are tinomially distributed with probability p and sample size SS. as parameters.
The first assumption is not precisely accurate for mathematically random DNA sequences when the cross-section length L exceeds the signal sequence length L . In such cases signal sequences showing internal repetivity have a slightly lower occurrence probability than others. For small sample sizes, where knowledge of the reference value is most important, we believe that the effect is negligible. The assumption of a binomial probability distribution of the signal frequencies is equivalent to the cccurence of a certain signal within two elements of the sequence collection as independent events. Substituting m. by p in equation 7 and v. by the binomial variance vbin. in equation 8 we get for the reference value RE', the following expression which turns out to be very simple: The position numbers PN. with which the constraint indices and reference values become associated in the constraint profile correspond to the midpoints of the corresponding cross-sections of the DNA sequence matrix:
In addition to the three numbers the computer program prints a graph of the constraint profile, of the kind shown in Fig.4-7 . Search for over-represented signals Another computer program which uses signal search data as input, lists the most over-represented signal sequences for each cross-section, ordered with respect to decreasing signal frequencies. The operator can specify the number of signal sequences he wants to see. An economical way cf using this program is to create signal search data for only one cross-section, belonging to a previously observed peak in a constraint profile, but with a large signs1 sequence collection, for example the complete hexanucleotide collection.
Program implementation
All programs were written in FORTRAN IV and have been executed on a DBCsystem-lO at the ZIR (Zentrum fur interaktives Pechnen) of the Federal School of Technology.
ANALYSIS OF SEA URCHIN HISTOKE GENE. PROMOTERS
For the generation of the constraint profiles shown in Fig.4-7 we have used a functional position set composed of transcription initiation sites or. two tandemly repeated sea urchin histone gene clusters. They correspond to 5' ends of mRNAs found in early stages of srbryonic development. Two restriction fragments representing entire repeat units of these gene clusters have been isolated by molecular cloning from the species Psamrrechinus miliaris (4). These clones which were named h22 and hl9, have beer, extensively characterized by DNA sequencing and show or.ly limited sequence horologies outside the protein ceding regions (8, 9) . The transcription initiation sites on clone h22 have been identified by means of nuclease Si protection experiments (7) . No direct experimental data exist on the transcription of clone hl9. However, this DMA is strikingly similar to histor.e genes isolated from the species Strongylccentrotus purpuratus by recombinant DMA techniques (5) . Moreover, the sequences of the 5' ends of early histone mRNAs from this species have been determined by primer extended cDNA synthesis (6) and proved to be almost perfectly complementary to the corresponding sequences of clone nl9. Consequently, we decided to use these data for definition of the functional positions on this DNA. This functional position set which contains only nine elements (see Fig.3 ) has in addition to its small size the disadvantage that its functional positions have not been identified with absolutely precise experimental methods. Despite this, we believe that we can observe significant phenomena in the profiles derived from this set (see Fig.4-7) if we compare them with the profiles obtained from a "control set" (see Fig.3 ) constructed by adding a random number between -50 and +49 to each position nunter cf the histone gene promoter set, leaving the other specifications the same. Below is a short summary of what we consider as the most important observations made from looking at these figures: 1) Randomisation of the position numbers leads to much less pronounced profiles for almost all parameter sets (except when L = L ).
2) Most of the profiles derived from the non-randomized set show five regions of high constraint, located arcund positions -100, -50, -30, 0, and tetween position +20 and +60.
3) The region around position -10C appears in only a few of the profiles as a peak which is clearly nore impressive than those generated incidentally in the control profiles. It is best represented by dinucleotide analyses in 4) The region between position +20 and +60 gives rise to considerable constraint with almost all parameter sets and cannot be conpletely abolished with the largest cress-section length (L = 50) used in our analysis.
5) The three peaks at positions -50, -30 and C which correspond to previously reported consensus sequences (7, 9) are best represented by relatively large signal sequence lengths (L = 4 or L = 6) and intermediate cross-section lengths. However, there is an interesting difference between the -30 peak and the other two in that the -30 peak is clearly best represented by short cross-sections exceeding the signal sequence length ty only two to four nucleotides.
Constraints which occur in fixed spatial relationship to functional positions are obviously best visualized when s low value for L is selected. One may therefore interpret the preference of the -30 peak for short crosssectior; lengths as support for the hypothesis, first expressed by Grosschedl & Birnstiel (11) which says that the consensus sequence corresponding to this region, the TATA-box, acts as a "selector" of the exact transcription initiation site. We also undertook a further analysis of the three peaks at -50, -30, and 0 using the program which lists the most over-represented signals. The most frequent hexanucleotides (homology limit L, = 5) are shown in Table 1 together with earlier reported consensus sequences.
DISCUSSION OF THE METHOD
We described a computer program where a "set of functional positions" is used as input to retrieve defined parts of DNA sequence files from a library.
Such sets may be of general utility in conparative DNA sequence analyses Figure 4 -7. Constraint profiles derived fran aligned and misaligned sea urchin histone gene promoter sequences obtained with different parameter sets. The constraint indices are plotted along a horizontal axis reflecting the distance upstream and downstream from the transcription initiation site. A darker grey is used where constraint indices exceed the reference value in order to emphasize potential constraint regions. The boundary between darker and brighter grey varies slightly as a function of the sample sizes which oscillate between seven and nine. The di-, tri-and tetranucleotide analyses have been performed using complete signal sequence collections. The hexanucleotide profiles have been generated with the aid of a random signal sequence collection of 300 elements. 1) We use the term constraint in a purely phenomenclogical sense, saying nothing about the evolutionary "forces" that produced it.
2) In our method, constraint is s phenomenon of a set of usually rather short DNA sequences.
3) The term constraint has qualitative and quantitative aspects: There are different kinds of constraint.
4) Tne index we used for the quantification cf constraint is net derived from information theory, it resembles more the dispersion measures of classical statistics.
One reason why we emphasize the phencro-nological character of our constraint concept, lies in the fact that we define it formally as deviation from a mathematically defined randomness (a sequence of four equiprofcable states which are statistically independent of each other) and not as deviation from a biological mean (the mono-or dinucleotide composition of a whole genome, for example). Therefore, neither evolution by pure mutational drift, nor evolution under intense selective pressure are a priori expected to give rise to constraint values indistinguishable fiom the reference value. However, if "site specifity with respect to functional positions" is not attributed to the mutational process, and we do net see any reason for doing so, then, a constraint profile with statistically significant peaks and valleys must nonetheless be regarded as a reflection of the action cf natural selection, if it is derived freer. DNA sequences whjch have been shown to be functional in vivo.
In other publications dealing with "constraints" of nucleic acid sequences, for example those of L. Gatlin (12) or Liptnan and Maizel (13), one cor.pcrativ&ly long DKA sequence (120 base pairs or much more) is used for the calculation of a constraint measure derived from Shannon's classical formula for the quantification of information (14) . The remarkable differences in the kinds of DNA sequence data used by the above and by us to calculate a single index (one long DNA sequence versus a set of many rather short ones) are due to the completely different purposes for which the two methods are designed:
Whereas classical information measures are tools to calculate the coding capacity of a cede or a language, the indices visualized in our constraint profiles serve tc localize and characterize specific elements of the "genetic language". It is obvious that a collection of many rather short DNA sequences believed to have the same "meaning" represents a more adequate data source for our purpose. Confronted with these problems, we finally decided to go hack to a method which clearly belongs to the tradition of experimental science: We did a "control experiment" by nasaligrung the DMA sequences with respect to their functional positions. Although this method is relatively expensive in terms of calculation time it seems to provide the best protection from cjverinterpretation of insignificant constraints.
